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Enhanced activation of the signaling pathways that mediate the differentiation of mono-
nuclear monocytes into osteoclasts is an underlying cause of several bone diseases and
bone metastasis. In particular, dysregulation and overexpression of macrophage colony-
stimulating factor (M-CSF) and its c-FMS tyrosine kinase receptor, proteins that are
essential for osteoclast differentiation, are known to promote bone metastasis and osteo-
porosis, making both the ligand and its receptor attractive targets for therapeutic inter-
vention. With this aim in mind, our starting point was the previously held concept that the
potential of the M-CSFC31S mutant as a therapeutic is derived from its inability to dimer-
ize and hence to act as an agonist. The current study showed, however, that dimerization
is not abolished in M-CSFC31S and that the protein retains agonistic activity toward
osteoclasts. To design an M-CSF mutant with diminished dimerization capabilities, we
solved the crystal structure of the M-CSFC31S dimer complex and used structure-based
energy calculations to identify the residues responsible for its dimeric form. We then used
that analysis to develop M-CSFC31S,M27R, a ligand-based, high-affinity antagonist for c-
FMS that retained its binding ability but prevented the ligand dimerization that leads to
receptor dimerization and activation. The monomeric properties of M-CSFC31S,M27R were
validated using dynamic light scattering and small-angle X-ray scattering analyses. It was
shown that this mutant is a functional inhibitor of M-CSF-dependent c-FMS activation
and osteoclast differentiation in vitro. Our study, therefore, provided insights into the
sequence–structure–function relationships of the M-CSF/c-FMS interaction and of ligand/
receptor tyrosine kinase interactions in general.

Introduction
Recombinant protein ligands and receptors have shown great promise as biotherapeutics [1,2], with
more and more drugs of this type being approved for clinical use. Modified ligands or receptors with
altered and potentially applicable therapeutic properties can be generated via rational design [3]. In
some cases, the rational design of the attributes required for an effective therapeutic involves convert-
ing the activity of the ligand or receptor from agonistic to antagonistic. Several examples of the con-
version of receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) agonistic ligands to antagonists can be found in the
literature, including the engineering of vascular endothelial growth factor [4], human growth hormone
[5], and stem cell factor [6,7]. In all these cases, ligand dimerization, which is necessary for receptor
activation, was targeted by converting the dimeric ligand to a monomer that antagonizes the receptor.
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An important recent example for converting a ligand agonist into an antagonist is the engineering of receptor
activator of nuclear factor κ B ligand (RANKL) to antagonize its receptor as a potential treatment for osteopor-
osis [8].
RANKL is involved in osteoporosis and bone metastasis development via its effect on the differentiation of

monocytes to osteoclasts. To initiate this differentiation, the cells must be continuously exposed to macrophage
colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF) [9,10]. The M-CSF ligand and its RTK, c-FMS, have thus generated great
interest as potential therapeutic targets in bone diseases. In osteoporosis, intact M-CSF signaling is essential for
the survival, proliferation, and differentiation of osteoclasts. In cancers, the M-CSF/c-FMS interaction has been
shown to elevate the risk for bone metastasis in breast, lung, and prostate cancer [11–13] and to enhance the
growth of several cancer types [14–17].
M-CSF has two functional interfaces for protein–protein interaction. The first, which contains a cysteine in

position 31, mediates M-CSF dimerization. A Cys31–Cys31 disulfide bond across the homodimer interface
covalently links — and hence stabilizes — the M-CSF dimer [18]. The other interface is that with the c-FMS
receptor — binding of the M-CSF dimer to c-FMS leads to receptor dimerization, autophosphorylation, and
activation [19–21]. Receptor activation then stimulates the downstream signaling pathways, which include
PI3K, Src, Grb2, and c-Cbl; these, in turn, mediate osteoclast and macrophage proliferation, differentiation, and
survival [22,23]. While these pathways have been studied mostly using monoclonal antibodies or small mol-
ecule kinase inhibitors, details of the exact relationship between M-CSF dimerization and c-FMS receptor
autophosphorylation and activation of downstream cellular targets are still lacking. Therefore, the development
of M-CSF-derived c-FMS antagonists will provide: (1) tools for elucidating the molecular mechanisms that
mediate M-CSF-induced c-FMS activation and osteoclast differentiation and (2) non-immunoglobulin-based
therapeutics that will specifically target the c-FMS receptor for the treatment and disease management of osteo-
porosis and various types of cancer.
The concept of converting the M-CSF ligand into a monomer (M-CSFC31S) was first explored by the

Rettenmier group using site-directed mutagenesis [24]. In a recent biochemical study, we showed that this
variant does not dimerize in concentrations of up to 500 nM [19]. In both these studies [19,24], M-CSFC31S
was not tested for functional antagonistic activity in the presence of M-CSFWT — neither with murine macro-
phages nor with human monocytes.
In contrast with the above studies, here we show that M-CSFC31S is able to form non-covalently linked

dimers, and that it, therefore, retains significant agonistic activity — limiting its potential as a therapeutic. As a
first step in our efforts to convert the agonistic activity into antagonistic, we solved the crystal structure of the
M-CSFC31S dimer complex, thereby revealing the molecular basis for the non-covalent dimerization of
M-CSFC31S. We analyzed this structure using an energy-based approach and subsequently re-designed a mono-
meric M-CSF variant, M-CSFC31S,M27R. We then used experimental biophysical and biological testing to show
that this re-designed protein is a highly potent M-CSF antagonist and a potent inhibitor of c-FMS signaling
and osteoclast differentiation in vitro. Our findings suggest that M-CSFC31S,M27R may serve as a potent thera-
peutic agent for the above-mentioned c-FMS-related diseases. More generally, our study suggests that potent
inhibitors for other RTKs can be generated by a similar structure-based approach, which would also facilitate
further investigation of the mechanisms underlying activation of RTKs. Moreover, our results reveal that when
using this approach, care needs to be taken when designing other potential ligand-based inhibitors for other
RTKs, and only when ligand dimerization is completely abolished does inhibition occur as designed.

Materials and methods
Crystallization and structure determination
M-CSFC31S was concentrated to 5.5 mg/ml. Initial crystallization-condition screening was performed using an
Index screening kit (Hampton Research) at 293 K. Each drop contained a mixture of 0.3 ml of crystallization
solution and 0.3 ml of M-CSFC31S protein solution. Crystals grew for 9 days and were harvested from a drop
containing the following optimized crystallization solution: 0.03 M bis–Tris (pH 6.5); 0.17 M Mg-formate;
16.67% PEG 3350; and 0.07 M bis–Tris (pH 5.5). The crystals were flash-cooled in liquid nitrogen prior to
data collection. A diffraction dataset was collected on beamline BM14 at the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France) to a maximum resolution of 2 Å. Data were measured at 0.979 Å for 250
images with an oscillation range of 1°, an exposure time of 3 s per image, and a crystal-to-detector distance of
181.45 mm. Data processing was performed using the HKL2000 program suite [25]. Phase acquisitions and
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structure determination were performed using Phaser [26] of the CCP4 Program Suite [27]. The final model
was built by Coot [28] and refined using Phenix [29].

Energy calculations to identify the M-CSFC31S residues that contribute
significantly to dimer formation
We followed the methodology described previously [30] to analyze the per-residue contributions of the
M-CSFC31S residues to dimer formation. The finite difference Poisson–Boltzmann (FDPB) method was used to
calculate the net electrostatic and polar contributions (ΔΔGelec) of each residue that is within 15 Å of the dimer
interface. Non-polar energy contributions (ΔΔGnp) were calculated as a surface-area proportional term, by
multiplying the per-residue surface area buried upon complex formation (calculated using surfv [31]) by a
surface tension constant of 0.05 kcal/mol/Å2 [32]. Energetically significant residues were defined as those con-
tributing ΔΔGelec or ΔΔGnp > 1 kcal/mol to the interactions.

Protein expression and purification
The three computationally selected M-CSF variants, namely, M-CSFC31S,Q26R, M-CSFC31S,M27R, and M-CSFC31S,
Q26R,M27R, as well as M-CSFC31S and M-CSFWT, were purified using the GS115 Pichia pastoris yeast strain, as
recently described [19]. M-CSFC31S and M-CSFWT were purified using a Superdex 200 16/600 column (GE
Healthcare), whereas M-CSFC31S,M27R, M-CSFC31S,Q26R, and M-CSFC31S,Q26R,M27R were purified using a
Superdex 75 10/300 column (GE Healthcare).

BS3 cross-linking assay
Human (4 mg) and murine M-CSFWT (1 mg), M-CSFC31S (1 mg), and M-CSFC31S,M27R (2.5 mg) were incubated
with different concentrations of BS3 [bis(sulfosuccinimidyl)suberate] (ThermoFisher Scientific, MA, U.S.A.)
cross-linker (0, 25, 100, 250, 500, 1000, and 2500 mM) for 30 min at room temperature. Then, bis–Tris buffer
was added to a final concentration of 30 mM, and the mixture was incubated for 15 min at room temperature.
Samples were denaturized with sample buffer, boiled, and loaded on 15% SDS–PAGE for protein separation.
The gels were stained with InstantBlue staining (Expedeon, CA, U.S.A.) for 40 min, followed by two washing
steps with double distilled water. The gels were visualized with MiniBis pro (DNR Bio-Imaging Systems,
Jerusalem, Israel).

Dynamic light scattering
The hydrodynamic radii of M-CSFWT, M-CSFC31S, and M-CSFC31S,M27R were determined using dynamic light
scattering (DLS). The proteins, in a concentration of 0.5 mg/ml, were filtered to remove aggregates and con-
taminants. Light scattering was measured at an angle of 90° three times, in two different experiments, resulting
in a total of six measurements. Another measurement was performed at an angle of 60° to verify that the
radius did not change with the measurement angle. An analysis of the solution was conducted to verify that
the most abundant species were in the size range of 1–10 nm. The peak for these species was compared for the
three different proteins, and the hydrodynamic radius of each was determined as the maximum of the peak.

Small-angle X-ray scattering analysis
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data were collected on the SAXLAB GANESHA 300 XL system, possessing
a Genix 3D Cu-source with an integrated monochromator, three pinholes collimation, and a two-dimensional
Pilatus 300K detector. The scattering intensity was recorded in the interval of 0.012 < q < 0.7 Å−1. The measure-
ments were performed under vacuum at 25°C. All three M-CSF variants were measured at concentrations of 3,
5, and 7 mg/ml. The scattering of the buffer was also measured and subtracted from the scattering of the
samples.
The magnitude of the scattering vector is described by the following equation:

q ¼ 4psinu
l

where 2θ is the scattering angle and λ is the wavelength.
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Values for the radius of gyration (Rg) were derived from the small-angle part of the SAXS profile (Guinier
region, qRg < 1.0), in PRIMUS [33]. In this region, Guinier approximation is applicable:

I(q) ¼ I(0)e((�R2
gq

2)=3)

Rg values were also derived using in-house scripts [34] designed to perform an automatic search for the best-
fitting parameters using GNOM [35]. CRYSOL [36] was used to compute the theoretical SAXS spectra based
on the M-CSFWT crystal structure (PDB ID code: 3UF2). These spectra served as a reference for reconstruction
of the experimental SAXS data. GASBOR [37] was used to reconstruct the molecular envelope based on the
best GNOM fit obtained from the in-house script. Ten models were calculated for each sample and averaged
using DAMAVER [38].

Surface plasmon resonance
The ability of M-CSFWT and M-CSFC31S,M27R to bind the c-FMS receptor was determined by surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) spectroscopy on a ProteOn XPR36 (Bio-Rad, CA, U.S.A.). M-CSF variants were immobilized
on the surface of the chip using the amine coupling reagents, sulfo-NHS (0.1 M N-hydroxysuccinimide) and
EDC (0.4 M 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide). For chip activation, followed by 1 mg of the
proteins in 10 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 4.0), to give 1063 and 551 response units (RU) for M-CSFWT

and M-CSFC31S,M27R, respectively. BSA (3 mg; 3762 RU) was immobilized on the chip as a negative control.
Unbound esters were deactivated with 1 M ethanolamine HCl at pH 8.5. Before each binding assay, the tem-
perature was set at 25°C. Soluble human c-FMS receptor (extracellular domains, residues Met1–Glu512) (Sino
Biological, China) was then allowed to flow over the surface-bound M-CSF, at concentrations of 4.375, 8.75,
17.5, 35, and 70 nM and a flow rate of 25 ml/min for 16 min 21 s, and during this time, the interactions
between M-CSF and c-FMS were measured. The dissociation of the proteins was measured, while allowing
PBST (phosphate-buffered saline + 0.005% Tween) to flow over the surface for 6 min and 50 s at a flow rate of
50 ml/min. This process was repeated three times, with a regeneration step between runs. The regeneration was
conducted with 50 mM NaOH at a flow rate of 100 ml/min. For each protein complex, a sensorgram was gener-
ated from the RUs measured during the course of the protein–protein interaction minus the values of the BSA
channel. The dissociation constant (KD) was determined from the sensorgram of the equilibrium-binding
phase.

Phosphorylation assay
The experiment was performed on two cell types, bone marrow-derived monocytes (BMMs) and human per-
ipheral blood CD14+ monocytes, as follows: (i) BMMs from wild-type C57BL6 mice were purified by flushing
the bone marrow from the femur and tibia, as previously described [39]. The cells were treated with ACK red
cells lysis buffer (ThermoFisher Scientific, U.S.A.) and grown in complete α-MEM growth medium (Sigma–
Aldrich, U.S.A.) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (selected to not contain LPS to prevent macrophage
differentiation), penicillin, streptomycin, and L-glutamine. Recombinant murine M-CSF was added at a concen-
tration of 40 ng/ml (Peprotech, Israel) for 3 days at 37°C to induce adhesion and proliferation of monocytes.
Then, 7 × 105 cells were transferred into a six-well plate with complete α-MEM and 20 ng/ml murine M-CSF
and RANKL (R&D Systems, U.S.A.) for 48 h. (ii) CD14+ monocytes (Lonza, Switzerland) were grown in com-
plete α-MEM for 5 days in the presence of human M-CSF (20 ng/ml). Then, 3.5 × 105 cells were transferred to
a 24-well plate with a complete α-MEM, 20 ng/ml human M-CSF (R&D Systems, U.S.A.) and 20 ng/ml murine
RANKL for 72 h. At this point, the medium was replaced with a starvation medium (α-MEM without FBS) for
4 h. After starvation, the cells were washed with PBS and incubated in a starvation medium containing 0.5 nM
murine (BMMs) or human (CD14+) M-CSF and 100 nM (CD14+ cells) or 1 mM (BMMs) of either M-CSFC31S
or M-CSFC31S,M27R for 1 min. To test the phosphorylation levels in the absence of murine M-CSFWT, we incu-
bated 0.5, 5, 10, 50, 1000, and 5000 nM of M-CSFC31S or M-CSFC31S,M27R and 0.5, 5, and 10 nM of human
M-CSFWT with the cells. The positive control contained 0.5 nM murine (BMMs) or human (CD14+) M-CSF,
and the negative control was incubated in starvation medium without any added protein. The cells were trans-
ferred to ice, and lysis buffer [deoxycholate 0.5%, 25 nM NaF, 10 mM NaPO4, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate,
5 mM EDTA (pH 7.4), 5 mM EGTA (pH 7.4), 100 mM NaCl, 2% Triton X-100] was added. The cells were
detached, collected, incubated on ice for 10 min, and centrifuged at 14 000 g for 30 min, and the supernatants
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were transferred to a fresh tube. Western blot was performed on all samples, with anti-c-FMS, anti-
phosphorylated c-FMS, or anti-β-actin antibody produced in rabbit as a primary antibody (Cell Signaling
Technologies, MA, U.S.A.). A secondary HRP-linked anti rabbit antibody was then added, and the signal was
developed using the EZ-ECL kit (Biological Industries, Israel). The chemiluminescent signal was imaged with
Fusion FX (Vilber Lourmat, Germany). The images were quantified using ImageJ [40]. The quantified intensity
values of the phosphorylated c-FMS for each sample were divided by the total c-FMS intensity and then by the
β-actin expression intensity. The value of the positive control was set as 1, and other samples were normalized
according to it.

Differentiation assay
BMMs and CD14+ cells were obtained and grown as described above. The plates containing the monocytes
were washed with PBS; the cells were detached using a cell scraper for BMMs or Accutase (Biological
Industries, Israel) for CD14+; and 2 × 104 BMMs or 1 × 104 CD14+ cells were transferred to each well in a
96-well plate. Osteoclast differentiation was induced as described in the ‘Phosphorylation Assay’ section. To
determine the influence of M-CSFC31S and the M-CSFC31S,M27R on osteoclast differentiation, the proteins were
added to the differentiation medium (with M-CSF and RANKL) in different concentrations (50 nM, 1 mM, and
5 mM for BMMs and 50 nM, 250 nM, and 1 mM for CD14+). BMM and CD14+ cells were treated with differ-
ent inhibitor concentrations, because BMMs express murine c-FMS with 10-fold lower affinity toward human
M-CSF when compared with CD14+ cells. To determine the influence of human M-CSFWT on the differenti-
ation, it was added to the cells in different concentrations (50 nM, 1 mM, and 5 mM) without adding murine
M-CSFWT. Once the cells were fully differentiated, they were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and stained
using the tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP) staining kit (Sigma–Aldrich, U.S.A.) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. As the positive control, cells were incubated with M-CSF and RANKL without inhibi-
tors, and the negative control was composed of cells that were incubated in a differentiation medium without
RANKL. Osteoclast parameters were obtained by the analysis of 20 images from random areas in each well; the
osteoclasts were observed with an Olympus 83× microscope with an automated stage. Cells in each image were
counted in a double-blind manner, and the number of nuclei in the osteoclasts was determined using the
ImageJ software. For the positive control of BMMs, an average of 28.33 osteoclasts and 135 nuclei per well
were counted. For CD14+ positive control, the average numbers of osteoclasts and nuclei were 14.5 and 75,
respectively, per well. The results for each parameter were normalized to the positive control values.

Statistical analysis
The data from the c-FMS phosphorylation assay and cell differentiation assays were analyzed for column statis-
tics with GraphPad Prism, version 5.00, for Windows (La Jolla, CA, U.S.A.). Data are shown as means ± SEM or
means ± SD. Statistical significance was determined by column statistics and t-test analysis. A P-value of <0.05
was considered statistically significant.

Results
Crystallization of M-CSFC31S and computational analysis of residues
contributing to dimer formation
To generate a monomeric M-CSF variant, we first crystallized the M-CSFC31S variant, which cannot form an
intramolecular disulfide bond at position 31. Purified M-CSFC31S was subjected to several crystallization trials
using the sitting drop vapor diffusion method, and crystals were formed after 9 days. The data set used for
structure determination was collected at BM14 beamline at the ESRF (Grenoble, France). The crystal structure
was solved to a maximum resolution of 2.0 Å (Figure 1A, PDB ID: 5LXF) by molecular replacement, using as a
search model PDB ID: 3UF2. A summary of the diffraction data collection statistics is given in Supplementary
Table S1.
Surprisingly, M-CSFC31S showed only minor tertiary structural differences relative to wild-type M-CSF

(M-CSFWT) and essentially no differences in the quaternary dimeric structure (Figure 1). In the same location
of the C31–C31 disulfide bond in the M-CSF wild type (Figure 1B), we observed a S31–S31 hydrogen bond
between the serine side chains (Figure 1D). The M-CSFWT and M-CSFC31S mutant structures superimposed
with a root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the backbone atom positions of ∼1 Å over the full length of the
structures, and were very similar across the entire chain (Figure 1C). The dimer interface of the mutant was
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highly similar to that of the wild type, suggesting that the M-CSFC31S mutation is not sufficient to prevent the
formation of an M-CSF dimer and that further mutagenesis is required to abolish dimerization.
We, therefore, used an energy-based approach to identify critical positions as candidates for mutagenesis

to perturb the dimer interface. Using the M-CSFC31S dimeric structure as input, we applied energy calculations
to identify the residues that contribute significantly to the M-CSFC31S–M-CSFC31S dimer interface, according to
the methodology we developed previously [30]. We used the FDPB method to calculate the net electrostatic
and polar contributions (ΔΔGelec) of each M-CSFC31S residue that is within 15 Å of the dimer interface.
Non-polar energetic contributions (ΔΔGnp) were calculated as a surface-area proportional term by multiplying
the per-residue surface area buried upon complex formation by a surface tension constant of 0.05 kcal/mol/Å2.
We defined energetically significant residues as those contributing ΔΔGelec or ΔΔGnp≥ 1 kcal/mol to the
interactions.
This approach identified 12 interfacial M-CSFC31S residues that made significant contributions to the inter-

molecular interactions between the two M-CSF molecules (Table 1, Figure 2A,B, and Supplementary
Figure S1). These residues reside in two segments of M-CSF. The main segment includes most of the residues
between D24–I33 (Figure 2A). The second shorter segment includes a hydrophobic residue (F67) and three
charged/polar residues — R66, R68, and N73 (Figure 2B).
After comparing the M-CSFC31S structure with the structure of the complex of murine M-CSFWT with the

c-FMS receptor (PDB ID: 3EJJ) [41], we identified only two M-CSF residues, Q26 and M27, that fulfilled the
following four conditions: (1) especially strong contributions to dimer formation, (2) lack of involvement in
receptor binding, (3) minimal intramolecular interactions that could affect monomer stability, and (4) a pre-
dicted introduction of strong steric interference between the two M-CSF monomers upon mutation. Of the 12
residues we identified, the four residues in the shorter segment (R66, F67, R68, and N73) were adjacent to
c-FMS and therefore could affect receptor binding. The mutated S31 residue resides at the periphery of the

Figure 1. Structure of the M-CSFC31S mutant, compared with the M-CSF wild-type structure.

(A) X-ray structure of the dimeric M-CSFC31S mutant solved here, shown in ribbon diagram with S31 visualized as sticks.

(B) Close-up of the C31–C31 disulfide bond in the wild-type M-CSF structure (PDB ID 3UF2), visualized as spheres and

colored by atom. The structure is rotated 90° about X in relation to the M-CSFC31S mutant shown in A. (C) Overlay of the

M-CSFC31S mutant structure on the M-CSF wild-type structure, with the two C31 residues from the latter shown as spheres.

(D) Close-up of the S31 residues in the M-CSFC31S mutant dimer, visualized as in B.
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dimer interface and made only a small electrostatic contribution via a hydrogen bond with the S31 residue
across the dimer interface. It was, therefore, not deemed a critical contributor to dimer formation in the
M-CSFC31S mutant and being in the interface periphery — less likely to perturb interactions upon further
mutations. D24, while making strong electrostatic and non-polar contributions, is also at the periphery of the
dimer interface, and interacts with R68, and therefore might also affect receptor binding. Finally, the rest of the
residues made only moderate non-polar contributions, were more peripheral, and therefore were not deemed
critical for dimer formation.
On the other hand, our energy-based analysis showed that Q26 interacts symmetrically with the correspond-

ing Q26 from the partner M-CSFC31S monomer via both side-chain to side-chain hydrogen bonds and
non-polar contributions (Figure 2C), and that this residue also forms a hydrogen bond with S31 across the

Table 1 Per-residue energy contributions to interaction across the M-CSF dimer interface, calculated as described in
Materials and Methods

M-CSF
residue Energy contribution to M-CSF dimer formation

Residue adjacent to
c-FMS

D24 sc +mc + np

S25 np

Q26 sc + np (symmetry contact with corresponding Q26 across the dimer
interface)

M27 np (∼150 Å2 buried in adjacent monomer, no intramolecular
interactions)

E28 np

T29 np

S31 np + sc

I33 np

R66 mc + np +

F67 np +

R68 sc +mc + np +

N73 mc + np +

Abbreviations: np, non-polar; sc, side-chain electrostatic contribution; mc, main chain electrostatic contribution.

Figure 2. M-CSFC31S residues calculated to contribute significantly to the interaction across the M-CSFC31S dimer interface.

(A) M-CSFC31S residues calculated to contribute significantly to interactions across the dimer interface (see Table 1 and Supplementary Figure S1),

shown as sticks and colored by the type of their energy contribution as follows: magenta (polar/electrostatic contribution from the side-chain + a

non-polar contribution), cyan (polar/electrostatic contribution from the main chain + a non-polar contribution), and green (non-polar contribution

only). The opposing monomer is shown as surface representation colored wheat. (B) As in A, rotated 180° about X. (C) Orientation of Q26 and M27,

which contribute significantly and were deemed to be particularly influential on dimer formation and therefore chosen for further mutagenesis,

shown as sticks (Q26 from both monomers and one of the M27 residues) and spheres (the M27 residue from the opposing monomer).
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dimer interface (not shown). Thus, we hypothesized that mutating this residue to arginine would introduce
both electrostatic repulsion (due to the symmetry-based intermolecular interaction of this residue) and steric
hindrance to dimer formation due to the larger size of arginine.
The second critical residue, M27, which is not involved in any intramolecular interaction, extends deep into

the opposing M-CSFC31S monomer (Figure 2C). As a result, ∼150 Å2 of surface area is buried within the
opposing monomer due to each M27, more than any other M-CSFC31S residue (Supplementary Figure S1). We
chose to mutate this residue to arginine as well, with the aim to introduce both a steric hindrance and a posi-
tive charge into a hydrophobic environment.
We then evaluated experimentally three different mutants designed on the basis of M-CSFC31S, namely,

M-CSFC31S,Q26R, M-CSFC31S,M27R, and a combination of the two mutations, M-CSFC31S,Q26R,M27R. The three
variants, as well as M-CSFWT and M-CSFC31S, were purified using the P. pastoris GS115 yeast strain
(Supplementary Figure S2). M-CSFC31S,Q26R and M-CSFC31S,Q26R,M27R were found to be extremely unstable in
solution, i.e. aggregated and precipitated very rapidly, and we therefore focused on M-CSFC31S,M27R.

Analysis of the dimerization of M-CSFWT, M-CSFC31S, and M-CSFC31S,M27R
To validate our structural and computational analysis and to verify that M-CSFC31S,M27R is indeed a monomer,
several biophysical assays were conducted. First, purified murine and human M-CSFWT, M-CSFC31S, and
M-CSFC31S,M27R were cross-linked via lysine residues using different amounts of BS3 reagent, and the proteins
sizes were evaluated using SDS–PAGE (Figure 3A). Murine M-CSFWT served as positive control because it has
a lysine in the dimerization site (K68), which facilitates the intermolecular cross-linking of the two monomers
in the dimer. Indeed, murine M-CSFWT was observed almost entirely in a band with a molecular mass that fits
the dimer size (∼40 kDa) upon the addition of the cross-linker. In contrast, human M-CSFWT, which has an
arginine in the same position, produced only a faint band in a size that corresponds to a dimer, even at high
concentrations of BS3. M-CSFC31S gave a mixture of monomer and dimer bands (∼20 and ∼40 kDa). The
dimer band became more prominent at higher BS3 concentrations. It is likely that the non-covalent dimeriza-
tion allows other lysines in M-CSFC31S to come into close proximity and cross-link. Importantly, M-CSFC31S,
M27R did not produce any band corresponding to a dimer, even at high BS3 concentrations. These results are in
agreement with the structure-based computational redesign.
Next, the size of the M-CSF variants was evaluated in solution. M-CSFWT, M-CSFC31S, and M-CSFC31S,M27R

at concentrations of 0.5 mg/ml were subjected to DLS analysis at an angle of 90°. The peaks for the most abun-
dant species in each sample were compared (Figure 3B), and an estimated hydrodynamic radius was calculated
from each peak. The hydrodynamic radii were found to be 3.73 ± 0.19, 3.56 ± 0.24, and 2.94 ± 0.10 nm
for M-CSFWT, M-CSFC31S, and M-CSFC31S,M27R, respectively. Since the proteins are not completely globular,
the calculated radii do not represent the actual size of the molecules, but they do enable comparing the sizes
of the proteins. M-CSFC31S,M27R was indeed found to be significantly smaller than the other two variants, sup-
porting the hypothesis that the former is a monomer. To confirm that the oligomeric state of M-CSFC31S,M27R

is not concentration-dependent, all M-CSF variants were subjected to SAXS measurements at concentrations of
3, 5, and 7 mg/ml. The radii of gyration (Rg) determined from SAXS data are presented in Figure 3C. We note
that the Rg values remained within a similar range for M-CSFWT and M-CSFC31S. There was a slight
increase in the Rg value of M-CSFC31S,M27R at higher concentrations, presumably due to an increase in inter-
particle interactions. Still, the Rg value at the lowest M-CSFC31S,M27R concentration was significantly lower than
the corresponding values of M-CSFWT and M-CSFC31S, and close to the theoretical Rg for the M-CSF
monomer (Figure 3B, dashed line, Rg = 17 Å). To illustrate the oligomeric states of these three proteins in solu-
tion, low-resolution structures were reconstructed from the SAXS data (Figure 3D). The Rg values extracted
from the SAXS profiles and the corresponding SAXS reconstructed structures support the premise that
M-CSFWT and M-CSFC31S exist as dimers in solution, whereas M-CSFC31S,M27R is a monomer.

M-CSFC31S,M27R retains binding to the c-FMS receptor in vitro
Once we had verified that M-CSFC31S,M27R is a monomeric variant of M-CSF, we sought to test whether it
could still bind the extracellular domains of c-FMS receptor (residues Met1–Glu512). Therefore, we measured
the KD of M-CSFWT and M-CSFC31S,M27R to the receptor using SPR spectroscopy. The different M-CSF pro-
teins were attached to the chip, and binding to different concentrations of c-FMS in solution was measured
(Figure 4). The KD-binding constants between c-FMS and M-CSFWT, M-CSFC31S (recently evaluated in [19]),
and M-CSFC31S,M27R were 25.1 ± 7.50, 31.6 ± 1.11, and 61.5 ± 12.7 nM, respectively. We considered this small
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decrease in c-FMS affinity for M-CSFC31S,M27R as sufficiently minor to enable biological activity, and therefore
proceeded to test the biological activity of M-CSFC31S,M27R in cell-based assays.

M-CSFC31S,M27R inhibits c-FMS phosphorylation
To determine whether M-CSFC31S,M27R binds and also antagonizes c-FMS, the phosphorylation of the receptor
following incubation with different M-CSF variants was evaluated. First, murine BMMs were used, as murine
c-FMS were previously shown to bind human M-CSF due to the high sequence identity between the two

Figure 3. Biophysical assays to evaluate the oligomeric state of the M-CSF variants.

(A) For different M-CSF variants cross-linked with BS3 reagent, the quantities of monomer (20 kDa) and dimer (40 kDa) were

visualized on SDS–PAGE gel for human M-CSF (upper left), murine M-CSF (lower left), M-CSFC31S (upper right), and

M-CSFC31S,M27R (lower right). (B) The distribution of hydration radii for M-CSFWT (solid line), M-CSFC31S (dashed line), and

M-CSFC31S,M27R (dotted line) as measured by DLS. The calculated hydration radius is presented for each variant. (C) Radii of

gyration determined by the in-house script for M-CSFWT and its two variants (M-CSFC31S and M-CSFC31S,M27R). The dashed

lines represent the theoretical Rg values for the M-CSF monomer (Rg= 17 Å) and M-CSF dimer (Rg= 26 Å) calculated from the

crystal structure [PDB ID: 3UF2] using CRYSOL [36]. (D) SAXS structures of M-CSFWT and its two variants (M-CSFC31S and

M-CSFC31S,M27R). Ab initio models were reconstructed from SAXS data using the computer program GASBOR [37] and were

averaged by the computer program DAMAVER [38]. The crystal structure of the M-CSF dimer (blue and red) and the structure

of the monomer (extracted from the crystal structure of M-CSF, red) were aligned with the obtained SAXS models (yellow,

M-CSFWT; green, M-CSFC31S; cyan, M-CSFC31S,M27R) using PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org).
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ligands [42,43]. BMMs were grown for 48 h in differentiation medium containing murine M-CSFWT (20 ng/
ml) and RANKL (20 ng/ml). Then, the cells were starved and exposed to both murine M-CSFWT (0.5 nM) and
either M-CSFC31S or M-CSFC31S,M27R (1 mM). The cells were lysed, and the expression and phosphorylation
levels of c-FMS were evaluated using western blot. c-FMS phosphorylation level was quantified and normalized.
Cells that were exposed to M-CSFC31S exhibited increased levels of phosphorylation compared with those that
were exposed to M-CSFWT, which served as the control. This finding indicates that the M-CSFC31S variant
remains an agonist to the receptor (Figure 5A). In contrast, cells that were incubated with M-CSFC31S,M27R were
found to have lower levels of phosphorylated c-FMS, i.e. M-CSFC31S,M27R acts as an antagonist to the receptor
(Figure 5A).
Another experiment was conducted with human peripheral blood CD14+ monocytes to determine whether

M-CSFC31S,M27R has the same effect on human c-FMS. CD14+ cells were grown in differentiation medium con-
taining human M-CSFWT and murine RANKL for 72 h, and after starvation they were exposed to human
M-CSFWT (0.5 nM) in combination with either M-CSFC31S,M27R or M-CSFC31S (100 nM). Again, the presence
of M-CSFC31S,M27R resulted in decreased phosphorylation of c-FMS (Figure 5B), while M-CSFC31S acted as an
agonist, inducing phosphorylation (Figure 5B). The effects of the different M-CSF variants on the phosphoryl-
ation of c-FMS may result from their dimerization tendency. While M-CSFC31S is a dimer and allows c-FMS
dimerization and phosphorylation, the monomeric M-CSFC31S,M27R would probably not promote c-FMS dimer-
ization, and therefore, its subsequent phosphorylation is reduced.

M-CSFC31S,M27R impairs differentiation of monocytes to osteoclasts
In light of the above-described decrease in phosphorylation, we hypothesized that incubation of M-CSFC31S,
M27R with differentiating monocytes would result in decreased formation of osteoclasts. To test this premise, we
incubated either BMMs or CD14+ cells with murine or human M-CSFWT (20 ng/ml), respectively, and murine
RANKL (20 ng/ml) together with M-CSFC31S and M-CSFC31S,M27R at concentrations of 50, 1000, and 5000 nM
for BMMs and 50, 250, and 1000 nM for CD14+ cells. The cells were allowed to differentiate for 96 h or until
they reached full differentiation. In BMMs incubated with M-CSFC31S, osteoclasts formed rapidly, and therefore,
they differentiated only for 72 h. Then, the cells were stained with a TRAP staining kit (Figure 6A,B). We
observed that in the presence of M-CSFC31S, osteoclast formation was highly accelerated in the two lower con-
centrations and was significantly inhibited, in a dose-dependent manner, in the presence of M-CSFC31S,M27R.
The number of osteoclasts and the number of nuclei for each sample were quantified — exposure to
M-CSFC31S,M27R led to a decrease in both parameters, in a dose-dependent manner, while M-CSFC31S produced
the opposite result for 50 and 1000 nM concentrations (Figure 6A,B). Surprisingly, M-CSFC31S at a concentra-
tion of 5000 nM showed a reduction in both osteoclasts and nuclei number, suggesting that its agonistic activity
occurs only at a certain concentration range. This inhibition of differentiation behavior was observed also for
M-CSFWT [41]. These results are in agreement with the phosphorylation assay, i.e. the binding of
M-CSFC31S,M27R to c-FMS prevented c-FMS dimerization and phosphorylation, which, in turn, prevented the
differentiation of monocytes into osteoclasts.
To examine whether M-CSFC31S agonizes c-FMS in the same manner as human M-CSFWT, we performed

another BMMs differentiation assay in the presence of 50, 1000, and 5000 nM human M-CSFWT without the

Figure 4. Affinity of M-CSFWT and M-CSFC31S,M27R to the c-FMS receptor, as detected by SPR.

Sensorgram of (A) M-CSFWT binding to c-FMS in concentrations up to 70 nM. (B) M-CSFC31S,M27R binding to c-FMS in

concentrations up to 20 nM (N = 3). Values are means ± SD.
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presence of murine M-CSFWT. We have found that human M-CSFWT, in this concentration range, inhibits
both the numbers of osteoclasts and their nuclei, in a dose-dependent manner. Interestingly, in all the concen-
trations tested, human M-CSFWT was more active than M-CSFC31S in inhibiting cell differentiation, suggesting
that the latter is a better c-FMS agonist (Supplementary Figure S3).

M-CSFWT, M-CSFC31S, and M-CSFC31S,M27R show different c-FMS activation/
inhibition potencies
To elucidate the underlying mechanisms and dose–response nature of each M-CSF variant, a phosphorylation
assay was performed using different concentrations of the M-CSF proteins. M-CSFWT, M-CSFC31S, and
M-CSFC31S,M27R were incubated with BMMs for 1 min without murine M-CSF. The concentrations of
M-CSFWT and M-CSFC31S (0.5–10 and 0.5–5000 nM, respectively) were chosen to allow bell-shaped curve acti-
vation, as seen for the differentiation assay. As expected, the bell-shaped curve occurred for M-CSFWT at lower
concentrations than M-CSFC31S peaking at 5 and 10 nM, respectively. Interestingly, at the peak concentration,
M-CSFC31S led to 10-fold increased phosphorylation compared with M-CSFWT and 40-fold compared with the
positive control. In contrast, M-CSFC31S,M27R showed very limited c-FMS phosphorylation at any concentration
other than 5 mM. At this concentration, it is likely that M-CSFC31S,M27R starts to dimerize, allowing c-FMS acti-
vation (Figure 7A).

Discussion
Intuitively, one would expect that c-FMS would be a prominent target for the development of antibody-based
chemotherapeutics, but to date there is none that has been approved by the FDA. Similarly, to the best of our
knowledge, there are only few reports of antibodies targeting M-CSF/c-FMS that have entered early-stage clin-
ical trials [44]. An alternative — highly effective albeit challenging — strategy for creating non-immunoglobulin
protein-based biological inhibitors lies in the engineering of natural ligand agonists to function as antagonists.
Ligands differ from antibodies in that they naturally bind functionally important epitopes and thus provide a
good jumping-off point for engineering protein–protein interactions.
A recent example from the Washington University School of Medicine showed how structural and functional

information can be successfully applied to engineer a receptor antagonist from an activating ligand [8]. That
study involved the development of an engineered form of the RANK ligand (RANKL) to function as a RANK
receptor antagonist. It is known that RANKL binding to RANK initiates major signaling pathways, such as
NFATc1, NF-κB, Akt/PKB, JNK, ERK, and p38, which are important for the differentiation, survival, and func-
tion of osteoclasts [45]. It is also known that the native ligand induces trimerization and activation of its

Figure 5. Evaluation of c-FMS phosphorylation in response to M-CSF variants.

(A) Phosphorylation of murine c-FMS on BMMs after incubation with 0.5 nM murine M-CSF (positive control, +), no M-CSF (negative control, −) or
0.5 nM murine M-CSF + 1 mM of M-CSFC31S or M-CSFC31S,M27R. (B) Phosphorylation of human c-FMS on CD14+ cells after incubation with 0.5 nM

human M-CSF (positive control, +), no M-CSF (negative control, −) or 0.5 nM murine M-CSF + 100 nM of M-CSFC31S or M-CSFC31S,M27R. All signals

were normalized to those of β-actin, c-FMS expression, and the positive control in each experiment. Statistical analysis was calculated using the

t-test, and each sample was compared with the positive control (N = 3). Values are means ± SEM. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.005.
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Figure 6. M-CSFC31S,M27R inhibits monocyte differentiation into osteoclasts.

(A) Differentiation of BMMs in the presence of murine M-CSF + RANKL (positive control), M-CSF without RANKL (negative

control), and M-CSF + RANKL +M-CSFC31S or M-CSFC31S,M27R at concentrations of 50 nM and 1 mM was evaluated. Cells

were stained using TRAP staining and photographed (upper panels). The number of osteoclasts (lower left) and number of

nuclei in osteoclasts (lower right) were quantified. (B) Differentiation of CD14+ in the presence of human M-CSF +murine

RANKL (positive control), M-CSF without RANKL (negative control), and M-CSF + RANKL +M-CSFC31S or M-CSFC31S,M27R at

concentrations of 50 nM, 250 nM, and 1 mM was evaluated. Cells were stained using TRAP and cells were photographed

(upper panels). The number of osteoclasts (lower left) and number of nuclei in osteoclasts (lower right) were quantified.

Statistical analysis was performed using the t-test, and each sample was compared with the positive control (N = 3). Values are

means ± SEM. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.005.
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receptor through three distinct receptor-binding sites [46]. The Washington University group thus began their
work by creating a single-chain trimer into which they introduced two generations of random mutations with
the aim of abolishing one or two of the ligand’s receptor-binding sites. The mutant ligand was then shown to
bind to, but not activate, its receptor, thus acting as a receptor antagonist [8]. The promise of this approach
was illustrated in a different study, showing that blocking RANK signaling inhibited osteoclastogenesis and
reduced cancer cell migration, which could be exploited for the treatment of osteoporosis and cancer bone
metastasis [47].
An attempt to convert M-CSF from dimer to monomer was undertaken some 20 years ago by the group of

Rettenmier [24], when they engineered an M-CSFC31S mutant to prevent covalent disulfide bonds between
opposing C31 residues in the dimer. There was, however, no considerable attempt to understand the biological
effect of this mutant, M-CSFC31S, on the M-CSF/c-FMS signal transduction cascade in relevant mammalian
cells. Furthermore, the antagonistic activity of M-CSFC31S in the presence of the wild-type M-CSF agonist was
not tested. In our recent study, we used SPR to show that M-CSFC31S does not exhibit dimerization in concen-
trations up to 500 nM [19], which may potentially lead to an antagonistic effect. Curiously, we show here that

Figure 7. M-CSF variants activate c-FMS with different potencies.

(A) Quantification of phosphorylated murine c-FMS in the presence of 0.5 nM murine M-CSF (positive control), no M-CSF (negative control),

M-CSFWT (0.5, 5, and 10 nM), M-CSFC31S, and M-CSFC31S,M27R (0.5, 5, 10, 50, 1000, and 5000 nM) in the absence of murine M-CSF. All signals

were normalized to those of β-actin, c-FMS expression, and the positive control in each experiment. Statistical analysis was calculated using the

t-test, and each sample was compared with the positive control (N = 3). Values are means ± SEM. (B) An illustration showing c-FMS activation at

different concentrations of M-CSFWT, M-CSFC31S, and M-CSFC31S,M27R. (C) An illustration of the hypothesized inhibitory mechanism of M-CSFWT,

M-CSFC31S, and M-CSFC31S,M27R at different oligomerization states as a function of their concentrations.
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the addition of M-CSFC31S mutant in higher concentrations, together with M-CSFWT to BMMs or human
CD14+ cells, results in further enhancement of M-CSF-mediated c-FMS phosphorylation (Figure 5) and osteo-
clast differentiation (Figure 6). These results limit the therapeutic potential of the M-CSFC31S molecule. We rea-
soned that the lack of antagonistic activity of M-CSFC31S was due to the fact that even though the
intermolecular disulfide interactions had been abolished in M-CSFC31S, the remaining non-covalent interactions
facilitate M-CSF homodimerization in the micro-molar concentration range (Figures 1 and 3) and, hence, the
subsequent activation of the M-CSF/c-FMS signal transduction cascade.
Our strategy to engineer a monomeric M-CSF variant for improved antagonism to c-FMS rested on combin-

ing the C31S and M27R mutations, which block covalent and non-covalent interactions, respectively, between
the two M-CSF monomers. The M27 residue was identified as contributing substantially to the non-covalent
dimer interactions based on the solved structure of M-CSFC31S and our energy calculations (Figures 1 and 2).
Importantly, M27 does not contribute to interactions with the c-FMS receptor. Moreover, because M27 extends
deep into the opposing M-CSF monomer while having essentially no intramolecular interactions, the M27R
mutation abolishes dimer formation without affecting monomer stability.
The prevention of monomer self-association was observed in SAXS measurements of soluble M-CSFC31S,

M27R but not of M-CSFC31S or M-CSFWT (Figure 3). SAXS measurements were performed to obtain low-
resolution structures of M-CSFWT and its two variants (M-CSFC31S and M-CSFC31S,M27R) in solution. With
these experiments, we demonstrated that M-CSFWT and M-CSFC31S have similar sizes and shapes, whereas
M-CSFC31S,M27R is smaller and compatible with a monomeric structure of M-CSF. On the other hand, the
mutations in the monomeric M-CSFC31S,M27R appear to slightly decrease its affinity for c-FMS relative to
M-CSFC31S and M-CSFWT, presumably as a result of decreased avidity, due to its inability to bind to two
c-FMS molecules (Figure 4).
To test whether the M-CSF variants can inhibit M-CSF-mediated activities in cells, we explored their effects

on early signaling events, namely, c-FMS phosphorylation and differentiation of osteoclasts. Not surprisingly,
M-CSFC31S,M27R significantly reduced c-FMS phosphorylation and cell differentiation of BMMs and human
CD14+ cells, whereas M-CSFC31S induced these processes. The differences, observed in the phosphorylation
and differentiation assays between these two cell types, are likely caused due to the origins of different species
and because the BMMs were taken directly from the bone marrow, while CD14+ cells were taken from periph-
eral blood and therefore the population might be less homogeneous in terms of monocyte subpopulations.
To shed light on the agonistic/antagonistic properties of each of the M-CSF variants, we have conducted a

phosphorylation experiment using a broad range of concentrations of these proteins. The range of concentra-
tions we used was selected to allow the formation of a bell-shaped curve typical for M-CSF/c-FMS activation
and inhibition. As expected, M-CSFWT and M-CSFC31S showed a similar curve in different protein concentra-
tions with M-CSFWT phosphorylating c-FMS at lower concentrations. Unexpectedly, M-CSFC31S prompted
much higher phosphorylation levels than M-CSFWT, with a 10-fold increase in phosphorylated c-FMS at
10 nM. M-CSFC31S,M27R did not exhibit phosphorylation capabilities in concentrations lower than 5 mM
(Figure 7A,B).
With this in mind, we hypothesized that the mechanism causing this c-FMS activation curve is based on the

combination of M-CSF ligand dimerization tendencies and c-FMS molecules that are occupied by the ligand.
Therefore, we suggest a model for c-FMS activation by these different variants (Figure 7C). For example, we
assume that in the case of M-CSFWT at concentrations higher than 5 nM, many c-FMS molecules are bound to
a covalently dimeric ligand preventing two c-FMS receptors from coming in close proximity, therefore abolish-
ing dimerization and phosphorylation of the receptor. On the other hand, in the case of M-CSFC31S in the
same concentration, c-FMS molecules are bound to a monomeric M-CSFC31S, thus increasing the local concen-
tration and the driving force for M-CSF dimerization and c-FMS phosphorylation. In the presence of high
M-CSFC31S concentrations, it becomes a non-covalent dimer, thus leading to the same effect as high M-CSFWT

concentrations.
Our study allows better understanding of M-CSF–M-CSF interactions and their influence on M-CSF/c-FMS

function. The application of these insights led to the rational engineering of an M-CSF mutant that exhibits
promise for further development as a therapeutic. We, thus, have at our disposal new tools for studying the
molecular mechanisms and cell signaling pathways that are related to M-CSF/c-FMS ligand/receptor interac-
tions and, perhaps more importantly, similar biological processes as well. The broader implications of the study
are that it provides support for the approach that rational engineering of ligands and/or their receptors could
be the way forward to complement antibody-based approaches for developing the next generation of
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therapeutics, including, but not limited to, targeted drug-delivery agents and selective tissue-targeting probes.
In particular, our strategy for converting a ligand agonist into an antagonist can be applied to other ligand/
RTK pairs. The game plan for developing protein variants that is presented here will thus find utility in provid-
ing significant insights into the principles of molecular recognition and protein structure–function relationships
in addition to its potential applicability for the development of therapeutics.
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